The Galois ring GR(p r , m) of characteristic p r and cardinality p rm , where p is a prime and r, m ≥ 1 are integers, is a Galois extension of the residue class ring Z p r by a root ω of a monic basic irreducible polynomial of degree m over Z p r . Every element of GR(p r , m) can be expressed uniquely as a polynomial in ω with coefficients in Z p r and degree less than or equal to m − 1, thus GR(p r , m) is a free module of rank m over Z p r with basis {1, ω, ω 2 , . . . , ω m−1 }. The ring Z p r satisfies the invariant dimension property, hence any other basis of GR(p r , m), if it exists, will have cardinality m. This paper was motivated by the code-theoretic problem of finding the homogeneous bound on the p r -image of a linear block code over GR(p r , m) with respect to any basis. It would be interesting to consider the dual and normal bases of GR(p r , m).
Introduction
It was proved in [1] that every basis of the Galois ring GR(4, m) has a dual basis, by treating each linear transformation from GR(4, m) to Z 4 as being uniquely determined in terms of the generalized trace function on GR (4, m) . In this paper this result is generalized to the Galois ring GR(p r , m) following the alternate method of MacWilliams and Sloane [8] which constructs the dual basis using simple matrix algebra involving the generalized Frobenius automorphism. The material is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the preliminaries and basic definitions, while Section 3 gives the results.
Preliminaries and definitions
An overview of Galois fields and Galois rings, the Frobenius automorphism and the trace function, is presented in this section. For a thorough discussion of these topics, we refer the reader to [7] , [8] and [11] .
Galois fields and Galois rings
Let p be a prime number and r ≥ 1 an integer. Consider the ring Z p r of integers modulo p r . When r = 1 the ring Z p with p elements is a field and is usually denoted by F p . Let Z p r [x] be the ring of polynomials in the indeterminate x with coefficients in Z p r .
The Galois field with p m elements, denoted F p m , is a field extension F p [α] of F p by a root α of an irreducible polynomial π(x) of degree m in F p [x] . Thus every element z of F p m can be expressed uniquely as a polynomial in α of the form
with degree at most m − 1 with the coefficients a i coming from F p , and hence can also be written as an m-tuple (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) in F m p . Elements of F p m may also be described as residue classes of the polynomials in x with coefficients in F p reduced modulo π(x). When m = 1 we again have the field F p .
The canonical projection homomorphism µ : Z p r → F p is the mod-p reduction map, and can be extended naturally as a map from
. This extended map is a ring homomorphism with kernel
is said to be monic basic primitive. Clearly, monic basic primitive polynomials in Z p r [x] are monic basic irreducible.
In the general sense, a Galois ring is a finite commutative local ring with identity 1 = 0 such that the set of zero divisors together with the zero element forms the unique maximal principal ideal (p1) for some prime number p. The residue class ring
, is a Galois ring with characteristic p r and cardinality p rm . The elements of Z p r [x]/(h(x)) are residue classes of the form
where a i ∈ Z p r . The identity is 1 + (h(x)) and the zero element is (h(x)). The principal ideal (p[1 + (h(x))]) = (p + (h(x))) consists of all the zero divisors and the zero element, and is the only maximal ideal.
is the ring Z p r . If r = 1, the canonical homomorphism µ becomes the identity map and
can be expressed uniquely in the form
where a i ∈ Z p r . We can thus think of Z p r [x]/(h(x)) as a Galois extension Z p r [ω] of Z p r by ω. The elements take the additive representation (3), a generalization of (1) for F p m . Since any two Galois rings of the same characteristic and the same cardinality are isomorphic, we simply use the notation GR(p r , m) for any Galois ring with characteristic p r and cardinality p rm . The Galois ring R = GR(p r , m) is a finite chain ring of length r, its ideals p i R with p (r−i)m elements are linearly ordered by inclusion,
The quotient ring R/pR ∼ = F p m is the residue field of R. There exists a nonzero element ξ of order p m − 1, which is a root of a unique monic basic primitive polynomial h(x) of degree m over Z p r and dividing
. Consider the set
of Tëichmuller representatives. In this case, every element z of GR(p r , m) has a unique mutiplicative or p-adic representation as follows
where z i ∈ T . We have that z is a unit if and only if z 0 = 0, and z is a zero divisor or 0 if and only if z 0 = 0. The units form a multiplicative group of order (p m − 1)p (r−1)m , which is a direct product ω × E, where ω is the cyclic group of order p m − 1 that is isomorphic to Z p m −1 and E = {1 + π | π ∈ (p)} is a group of order p (r−1)m . Let µ(ξ) = α. It can be shown that α is a primitive element in F p m , and thus µ(T ) = F p m . The p-adic representation in (6) is a generalization of the power representation of an element of F p m .
We realize that GR(p r , m) is a free module of rank m over Z p r with the set
as a free basis. The set P m (ω) is called the standard or polynomial basis of GR(p r , m). The ring Z p r satisfies the invariant dimension property, hence any other basis of GR(p r , m), if it exists, will have cardinality m.
Generalized Frobenius automorphism and trace
The Generalized Frobenius map f on the Galois ring R = GR(p r , m) is defined by
where z has the p-adic representation given in (6) . The map f satisfies the following properties.
(i) f is a ring automorphism of R.
(ii) f fixes every element of Z p r .
(iii) f is of order m and generates the cyclic Galois group of R over Z p r .
When r = 1, the automorphism f reduces to the usual Frobenius automorphism σ of F p m defined by σ(z) = z p . The generalized trace map T from R down to Z p r is given by
and satisfies the following properties.
(i) T is surjective and R/ ker T ∼ = Z p r .
(ii) T takes on each value of Z p r equally often p r(m−1) times.
Again when r = 1 the generalized trace map T reduces to the trace map t :
2.3 Homogeneous weight on GR(p r , m)
Let R be a finite ring with identity 1 = 0, and T be the multiplicative group of unit complex numbers. The group T is a one-dimensional torus. A character of R (considered as an additive abelian group) is a group homomorphism χ : R → T. The set of all characters R (called the character module of R) is a right (resp. left) R-module whose group operation is pointwise multiplication of characters and scalar multiplication is given by χ r (x) = χ(rx) (resp. r χ(x) = χ(xr)). A character χ of R is called a right (resp. left) generating character if the mapping φ : R → R given by φ(r) = χ r (resp. φ(r) = r χ) is an isomorphism of right (resp. left) R-modules. The ring R is called Frobenius if and only if R admits a right or a left generating character, or alternatively, if and only if R ∼ = R as right or left R-modules. It is known that for finite rings, a character χ on R is a right generating character if and only if it is a left generating character. Further χ is a right generating character if and only if ker χ contains no non-zero right ideals.
Let R be the set of real numbers. We define a homogeneous weight on an arbitrary finite ring R with identity in the sense of [4] . Let Rx denote the principal (left) ideal generated by x ∈ R. (ii) There exists a real number Γ ≥ 0 such that y∈Rx w(y) = Γ · |Rx|, for all x ∈ R \ {0} .
Right homogeneous weights are defined accordingly. If a weight is both left homogeneous and right homogeneous, we call it simply as a homogeneous weight. The constant Γ in (11) is called the average value of w. A homogeneous weight is said to be normalized if its average value is 1. We can normalize the weight w in Definition 2.1 by replacing it with w = Γ −1 w [6] . The weight w is extended naturally to R n , the free module of rank n consisting of n-tuples of elements from R, via w(z) = n−1 i=0 w(z i ) for z = (z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ) ∈ R n . The homogeneous distance metric δ : R n × R n −→ R is defined by δ(x, y) = w(x − y), for x, y ∈ R n . It was proved in [5] that, if R is Frobenius with generating character χ, then every homogeneous weight w on R can be expressed in terms of χ as follows.
where R × is the group of units of R. For the Galois ring GR(p r , m) we apply the following homogeneous weight given in [3] for finite chain rings. 
which is its minimum non-zero value. When r = 1, we have Γ = (p m − 1)/p m and w hom is just the usual Hamming weight w Ham on F p m . When m = 1, the average value is Γ = (p − 1)p r−2 for the integer ring Z p r .
Codes over GR(p r , m)
A block code C of length n over an arbitrary finite ring R is a nonempty subset of R n . The code C is called right (resp. left) R-linear if C is a right (resp. left) R-submodule of R n . If C is both left R-linear and right R-linear, we simply call C a linear block code over R. A k × n matrix over R is called a generator matrix of a linear block code C if the rows span C and no proper subset of the rows generates C.
Let the set B m = {β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β m−1 } be a basis of the Galois ring R over Z p r , and B be a linear block code of length n over R. We consider the map τ : R −→ Z It is easy to prove that τ (B) is a linear block code of length mn over Z p r . For the degenerate case m = 1, the block code B is a code over Z p r and the map τ is the identity map on B. We equip τ (B) with a homogeneous distance metric with respect to the weight w hom as given in (13).
The following lemma from [2] will be very useful in the succeeding discussion. 
where w hom (C) is the sum of the homogeneous weights of all codewords of C, and π i is the projection from Z n p r onto the i-th coordinate.
Major Results
We denote by w hom (S) the sum of the homogeneous weights of the elements of set S, that is,
Proposition 3.1 For any basis
Proof: Let S = {x | x ∈ GR(p r , m)}. Then τ (S) is a linear block code over Z p r of length m and cardinality p rm . Applying Lemma 2.2 to τ (S) gives us
Therefore we have w hom (τ (S)) = |τ (S)| · Γ · w s (S). The value of Γ is given in (14), and the support size w s (τ (S)) of τ (S) is m. Using the notation in (17), the result now follows. This proposition gives the simple corollary below which was used to prove the bound of Rabizzoni in [9, Theorem 1]. Proof: The Galois ring GR(p, m) is the Galois field F p m , and the homogeneous weight w hom given in (13) is the Hamming weight w Ham on F p with Γ = (p − 1)/p. The bound of Rabizzoni in [9, Theorem 1] was extended to linear block codes over Galois rings in [10] .
Denote by Mat m (R) the ring of m × m matrices over the Galois ring R = GR(p r , m). It is known that a matrix A in Mat m (R) is nonsingular (or invertible) if and only if det A is a unit in R. We will also use the usual notation |A| for the determinant of A. The matrix A is symmetric if and only if A = A t , and is orthogonal if and only if AA t = A t A = I, where A t is the transpose of A and I is the identity matrix. We propose the following definition. 
Proof: By the definition of the generalized Frobenius automorphism (8) , it easy to show that (ω j )
which is a Vandermonde matrix whose determinant is
Each factor in this product is a unit of R so that det Ω is a unit in R.
Lemma 3.5 Let {β j } = {β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β m } be a basis. The matrix
is invertible.
Proof: Express the polynomial basis P m (ω) in (7) in terms of the basis {β j } as follows. 
where A = (a ij ) is a nonsingular matrix over Z p r . We compute the matrix product AB. The fact that the Frobenius automorphism f fixes each a ij implies that AB is the Vandermonde matrix Ω. Hence by Lemma 3.4, det AB is a unit in R. Consequently, det B is a unit in R.
We shall call the matrix B the automorphism matrix of R relative to the basis {β j }.
Corollary 3.6 (det B)
2 is a unit in Z p r .
Proof: It can be shown that 
which is a matrix over Z p r . It follows that (det B) 2 is an element of Z p r . By Lemma 3.5, we get the result.
Of course, det B is not necessarily a unit in the base ring Z p r , although it is a unit in R according to Lemma 3.5. Please see Example 3.8. 
